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SUMMARY 
The closed wind-tunnel phenomenon of choking and the wall- 
constriction  effects Fn the subsonic Mach number range where supersonic 
Mach numbers appear waa investigated by means of the hydraulic analogy. 
For this investigation, Mach number fielda were obtained abo-at several 
symmetrical a i r fo i l s  a t  zero lift in  a water channel. In  the course 
of the analysis, consideration was given to  several  factors  affecting 
the applicabflity of the results t o  wid-tunnel operation. With the 
approach of choking, the flow was found t o  approach the one"dimenafonal 
f om. Boundary-layer thinning  in the region of the model appreciably 
increased the choking Mach numbers, but   cr i t ical   aped,   posi t ion of 
maximum th ichess ,  and r a t i o  of maximumthichess t o  chord had l i t t l e  
effect .  The constriction effect of the walls w a s  of the same nature 
in  the flows investigated as in  completely subsonic flaw. Approximate 
correction f o r  the  constriction  effect  appeared possible with Mach 
numbers up t o  the first a t t a j n t  of choking. Possibi l i t ies  of 
correction were discussed. 
IIYTRODVXL'ION 
Although a number of investigatione ham shown that serious w a l l -  
constriction  effects occur when models are tested in  closed wind tunnels 
a t  Mach numbers less than, but near, unity (references 1 and 2), 
additional information fs needed concerning the mechm.iam of this 
phenomenon, the progression of i ts severity with increasing Mach number, 
and the exbent t o  which eimple corrections can be applied. Because the 
theory available is not  valid f o r  streamMach nMibers greater than the 
c r i t i c a l  (that is, greater than the stream Mach n d e r  for which a speed 
equal t o  the speed of sound is f i r s t   a t ta ined  in  the field (reference 3)) 
and experimental measurements of the flow fields in a w i n d  tunnel k re  
tedious, the influence of the walls on the f low about a model as 
demonstrated by the flow f ie lds  has not  previouly been extensively 
stuiLied and analyzed. The purpose of this inyestigation.is to study 
several caPTessible"f1ow fields observed by means of the hydraulic 
c -- . 
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analogy i n  order t.o obtain qualitative information concerning choking and 
the natura of t h e  w a U  interference  in  the Mach number range near choking, 
that ie, near the maximum etream Mach number attainable with a model 
in  place. 
' 
3 
The hydraulic analogy w a s  used becawe of its convenience and 
economy and because f i e ld  surveys can be made without interference by 
the testing equipment. Since its basic theory is valid (reference 4) 
and previous experimental wbr& with the analogy (reference 5)  has e h m  
effRctEl of compredsibility on a circular cylinder comparable with those 
obtained i n  two-dimensional wind tunne-, it wae thought that- the 
quali tative nature of wind-tunnel-wall int-erference for stream Mach number8 
below and near unity could be reliably studied. This Mach m b e r  range 
w i l l  '-8 referred  to  as  the  transonic range. . .  
The deaired information was obtained by surveying the flow f i e lds  
about models having various shapes which would show the  effect8 of chord 
length, c r i t i c a l  speed,  and position of thiclmess on. the 
developmentof the tml-choking condi t ion.  A more detailed inveati- 
gation of-wall-interference effect8 was made on one model in  two channels 
of different width. 
. . " .. - "  
In  several respects, such as a very lair Reynolds number, a very 
thick boundary layer, an effect-ive  value of 2.0 f o r  the r a t i o  of E 
specific heats, and.the effects of vertical accelerations (see reference 51, 
the tmrt conditions in  the water channel depart from thone usually 
encountered Fn-wind-tuzmsl testing. Because of these effects,  special  
care mt  therefore be exercised in the  interpretation af the results. 
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depth of water 
depth of water a t  any point in  the field;  that is, 
local depth 
depth of water at- zero velocity; that is, total   depth 
depth of water at   great   d is tance ahead o f t h e  a i r fo i l ;  
that Is, stream depth 
depth.  of.  water at pqsition 04 .Mach number...W-iTy 
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local Mach number 
stream Mach m b e r  
critical. Mach number 
choking stream Mach number 
Reynolds nlfmber of model, based on chord length . 
velocity at any p o b t  in the field 
fndicated stream velocity 
mass r a t e  of flar in channel, cubic inches per second 
width of chmnel 
coordinate along tunnel or  channel axis 
coordinate pmpendfcular t o  tunnel or  channel &E 
wall b0mdary- laye~placemen-t  thiclmesees in tw- 
aFmensional wind tuzlnel 
floor boundary-byer-displacemezrt thiclmees 
side-wall boudmy-layer-dhplacacement t h i c h e s s  
s iscosi ty  of water 
depafty 
strength of source used to  represent the wake 
r a t i o  of specific heats 
etreanwtube area 
change in s t r e w t u b e  area due t o  changes in bollTlcf-leyer 
thickness 
breadth of wind tunnel 
height of wind tunnel 
APPARAT'CE ABD METHOIS 
The tests were conducted in the 2Ginchtrid.e vertical-return water 
ckannel of the Langley 8 4 o o t  Pligh-speed tunnel. (See reference 5. ) A 
sketch of the channel is shown i n  figure 1. The mto-iven propeller 
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forces the water into a divergent section, then through an 80-mesh 
antiturbulent screezl i n t o  a large quieting section. The water is then 
p a r t i a l l y  accelerated by flowing through a aection having converging 
walls and a h o r i z o n t a l  f loor .  It is acce lera ted  to  tesaec t ion  ve loc i ty  
by flowing over an e l l i p t i ca l  f l o o r  section jut ahead of the t-eet 
section (fig. 2). 
The test-mction floor (fig.  2), which is a modiflcat3on t o  the 
original channel, was used t o  compemate f o r  gradierrts caused by the 
thickening of the floor boundary W e r ,  and had the additional effect  
of tbhning the boundmy 47er in the  test   section and of reducing the 
secondary f low in the corner's. The new floor xaa raised 1 inch from 
the original floor. It wae curved t o  compensate f o r  .t-he boundarg layer 
so that dl gradients were ranaoved f o r  a l l  stream Mach nunibere up t o  1.0. 
The tunnel speed WBB aut"t;icallg  controlled t o  within 0.1 of 
1 percent. The airfoil surface pressures were meaaured w i t h  a 8lan-L- 
tube manometer which could be read t o  1.5 percent of  f'ree-stream dpmmic 
pressure a t   t he  choking condition. The f i e l d  water depths were measured 
w i t h  a platinum wire probe mounted on a t w m  c r o s e r a i l  survey system 
which permitted placing the probe mer any p o h t  in the field.  The probe 
was connected t o  a dial gage such that direct readings of the wa-br depth 
were obtained. A seneitive electronic relay indicated the exact inatant 
of contact between the probe and water surface. The accuracy of the 
f i e l d  measurements WBB about 0.1 of a percent. 
The models, which were tested at zero lift, were 2 L i n c b  
chord W A  0012 and mCA 1-12 airfoi ls ,  a 2.88-inchdiameter circular 
cylinder, a 2.88-inch-wide flat plate, a 24-hh-chord, 2 .8%incMde 
a i r f o i l  having parallel sides and circular ends (fig. 3),  and a 
pinch-chord, lbpercen-bthick, biconvex, circular-arc airfoil. The - 
RACA 0012 and IUC.A l-l.2 air fo i la  were tested  in  the  reversed  position, 
that i8, with the flow from t a i l  t o  nom, as well a8 i n  the conventional 
position. A spec ia l  channel 7.5 inches w i d e  for w e  w i t h  the circular- 
a rc   a i r fo i l  WBB cone-t;nrcted in. the center of the regular channel by 
placing two etr ips  of sheet aluminum 7.5 inches apart  i n  the channel. 
These s t r ipe extended f r o m  the leading edge of the  e l l ipt ical   sect ion of 
the f l o o r  through the t e s t  BeCtiOIl. 
Tke f l o o r  boundary layer and wake surveys were made with a total- 
head tube of 0.061-wh outside diameter placed i n  the stream. It waa 
mounted on the survey  pro% and hence could be placed at any point i n  
the stream. Another probe x&8 mounted directly over the tube f o r  
reading the local pressure at that point. 
The methods of measurement and conversion of measured t o  desired 
quantities were essentially the same aa those used in reference 5. 
P '  
f 
The f i e l d  surveys were taken in the fo l lmdag  manner: The a i r f o i l  
model was set on the channel center line a t  zero angle of attack. The 
s t a t i c  water level  was adjusted t o  1.000-inch depth in   the  teat   sect ion.  
r 
c 
The propeller-drive m o t o r  w a ~  star ted and its speed set for the desired 
stream Mach number. Wate-pth readings were taken over o m  the 
f i e l d  a t  a sufficient nmBer of p i n t a   t o  determine the depth  distribution 
about the a i r f o i l .  The t o t a l  depth was measured a t  a paint over the 
se t t l ing  chamber. The test condition w a s  held constant by checking the 
t o t a l  depth and the depth at the center of the test-section  entrance 
and then making any minor adJm-nts necesaarg t o  keep these values 
within 0.1 of a percent of their  original valuee. The usual a d j w b n t s  
were changing the motor speed and addition of water, the f i r a t   t o   co r rec t  
for the collection of dirt on the antiturbulent screen, the second t o  
correct for evaporation and leakage. 
The stream Mach number w88 determined by averaging the l o c a l  Mach 
numbers across the upstream end of the test  section. For large-chord 
airfoils,  the  region immediately bad of the model w a ~  neglected i n  
the averaging process. From an analysfs of the measurements obtained, 
it is believed that the Mach nu?~ibers obtained m e  within 1 percent of 
the  correct  indicated stream Mach numbers. 
Choking tests.- Although the measurement of the stream Mach number 
is w i t h i n  1 percent, the stream Mach lumibers of the choking f ie lds  
which a r e  t o  be presented show several apparent inconsistencies. These 
inco~mistencies may be due t o  variations in f loor  boundary-layer 
conditions o r  in  the separation phenomena about the bodies teated. 
Choking.- Mach number fields for several model chord-t~h&nnel 
.width ratios are presented in  figure 4 a t  choked Mach numbers obtained 
at maximum power input (later called f u l l  choking) t o  show the approach 
t o  one-dimemional flow at  the choking condition. The Mach number 
f ie lds  about the 2.8%incl+thick lnodela in  the 2CLinch channel are 
presented in figures 5 t o  ll. The flow canditiona vary from subcritfcal  
t o  choking and 6'- the progressive  developnt of cmgressibil i ty  effects 
on M g e  models. Since the surveys were taken at zero angle of attack, 
the fields are spmetr ical  about .the center line, and only onsha l f  
the survey Fn each p l o t  is therefore necessary. The f i e l d  lines 
represent constant Mach nuaibers. The s o l i d  lines are Mach nmibers less 
than 1.0, the dotted lines are Mach numbers of 1.0 and greater.  In 
these figures, after the chokfng Mach number has once been reached, 
that is, after the M = 1.0 line has reached the chmnelwall, the 
eucceeding field  configuratione a r e  obtained by progreaeively increasing 
the drive motor speed so that the t o t a l  head ia hcreased and the depth 
downstream of the a i r f o i l  decreased. 
Wall-interference tests.- The. results of the  wall-hterference  tests 
are pressnted in f i-es 12 t o  15. The f re;Ures show f i e l d  surveys and 
surface Mach TuDnber distributiona about the >inctichord, 1GpercenG 
thick, biconvex, circ-c airfoil at zero lift in  a 7 . 5 i n c h ~ ~ i d e  
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chanml and i n  a 2 L i n c I ~ d d e  channel. The same a l r fo i l  was used in  
two channels of different width rather than different size airfoils i n  
the stme channel So- that Reynolds nmber and the  effect of s ize  on 
vertical  acceleration would be about the same leaving only w a l l  
interference to came changes in the flow patt-cnna. The surface Mach 
numbers were  dete-d by taking the pressures from orifices  located 
in the walls of the model. Since it w a s  necessary t o   c o m p e  fields 
at"definite-stream Mach numbers, the data were cross plotted and faired 
so  that the  f ie ld  surveys and surface distributiona could be plotted 
f o r  any desired stream Mach nmber. 
Tke f i e l d  surveys presented Fn figure 13 show the  effects of 
different width channels on the flow f i e l d  about a model by compring 
the fi-elds in the 7.5inch and the 20"jnch channels a t  the 8ame stream 
Mach number. The f i e ld  surveys presented In figure 14 show the results 
of making a simple correction  for w a l l  effects by comparing f ie lds  which 
have the same maximum local  Mach number on the model. The surface Mach 
number distributirvns which correspond t o  the f i e l d  surveys of figures 1 3  
and 14 are plotted in ffgure 15. The compared.surveys (figs.  13 and 14) 
are  plotted in the reflected position; half of each f ie ld  ie sham. The 
upper half of the f3gu-e shows the a i r f o i l  in the +(.>inch channel; the 
lower half shows the a i r f o i l  i n  the -inch channel with only 4 inches 
of the f i e l d  sharing. . -  
Theoretical Mach number fields.-  Several  theoretical Mach number 
fie- of a c i r c u l m c   a i r f o i l  in an W i n i t e  f ield (labeled free f ie ld)  
and In a 7. Finch  channel were c q u t e d  f o r  campaxieon -Kith the 
experimental f ie lds  of figures 13 and 14. T h ~ e  theoretical Fields a r e  
presented in figures 16 and 17. A f ree  or infinitely extended theoretical 
f i e l d  is subetituted  for the expertmental fleld i n  the %inch channel. 
The theoretical field8 m e  presented  with and without  the wake in order 
t o  show the effects ofwake distortion. 
The free potential--flow f i e ld  was calculated f o r  a stream Mach 
nmber ofO.750 by w e  of the small perturbation compressibility theory 
i n  the manner employed in  reference 6 in conjunction with the theory 
f o r  the incompeasible potential flow oyer a circular mpund as given . 
in reference 7. (See figs . 16( a)  and 16(c) .) The 'effects of solid 
blockage were computed by applying this same method of taking account 
of the effect of compressibility to the inCOZupr088ib~0 interference field 
obtained by the method of reference 8. The method8 of reference 3 were 
wed in  computing the effects of t h e  wake.except that a source, with 
strength linearly distributed along the chord between the  center and 
t r a i l i ng  edge, waa used in order t o  minimize the effects af local induced 
velocities whlch would rwult from the concentrated ~ o u r c e  of reference 3.  
The t o t a l  sowce strength m was  made equal t o  the wake volume 
displacement found from a survey behind the a i r f o i l  with a total-head tube. 
The gradients due t o  wake blockage wer-e ccxquted by first aesumhg the 
the reflected aowce  images would act as concentrated sources. The effects 
of the Fmages were computed by considering all the BOUTCB m e s  aa 
incompressible and calculating their total   veloci ty  increments by the 
r .  
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method given i n  reference 8. The velocity Incramenta due t o  the first 
two sets  of incompressible images were subtracted from the t o t a l  velocity 
increments, thua giving the incremlrts due t o  the remaining outer  images. 
These were then  corrected f o r  coqres s ib i l i t y  by multiplication wLth 
the factor (1 - ~ 8 ~ )  - 2 and added t o  the compressible increments due 
t o  the f irst  two ~ o u r c e  images c q u t e d   d l r e c t l y  fkcm formula (A-ll) 
of reference 3. 
The interference velocitg increment at the a h f o i l  due t o  the 
" c o n s t r i c t i o n   e f f e c t  on the wake xa8 cealculated f r o m  the foMmxla 
(See reference 3. ) The f ielda were then conibined and the  f inal   velocity 
ratios converted in to  Mach nuniber by the formula 
w i t h  7 = 2. The resultant f ield with so l id  blockage but d t h o u t  the 
wake is presented for a Mach number of 0.79  in figures 16(b) and 16(a), 
and is compared with  the  f ree   f ie ld   a t   the   indicated stream Mach number 
(fig.  16(a)) and at the effective stream Mach nrmiber (fig. 16(c)). In 
figure 17, the -effect of the wake hae been included. The "0 channel 
f ie lds  are compared with the free f i e l d s  a t  & equal t o  0.750 and with 
the  free  f ields  at   stream Mach nunibera corresponding to  equal maximum 
Mach numbers on the airpoil. The theoretical  results far the cmqressible 
flow in  the chamel are t o  be cansidered an extrapolation ae w e l l  as an 
approximation, because the process by which they were obtained is no 
longer s t r i c t ly   va l id  when Mach numbers greater .than unity occur in the 
f ie ld ,  but past experience indicatea that the error ehould not be great 
so long 88 Mach nmber 1.0 i e  o d y  slightly exceeded. 
Y 
Several comparable incanrpressible f i e lds  were also computed using 
directly  the formila from reference 7 and the wall corrections fYam 
reference 8. These are presented in figures 18 and 19, and are  used in 
conjunction with figures 16 and 17 t o  study the effect  of CompreEleibility 
on the w a l l  interference. 
BoUndarg--layer surveys.- Surveys of the floor bow layer in   the  
f ie lds  of the 24"incbchord W A  1-12 a i r f o i l  and of the 2.8&inch- 
wide flat plate normal t o  the flow were obtained by use of a total-head 
probe in  much the same-manner mually employed foy bounbry-layer surveys 
i n   a i r .  With regard t o  the f loor  boundary layer, the flow may, of course, 
be considered incom-pessible. The displacement thichE3sses referred tu 
t he  upstream end of the test section are presented. In figure 20. The 
negative values are explained by the f a c t  that the test+ection  floor 
drops 0.06 inch i n  24 inches (fig.  2) . These boundary"1ayer surveys 
correspond t o  f u l l  choking conditione - in  the channel w i t h  the  channel 
drive motor operated at the hi@;hest speed; the comparable Mach number 
f ie lds  a re  shown in flguree 6(j) and ll( i), respectivel;g. The bo-mdary- 
layerdisplacement thicknesses of-the empty channel for several choking 
conditions are presented in figme 21. Them curves show the effects  of 
increasing the power beyond that-equired barely t o  choke the charnel. 
Several  factors  affecting the operation of the water channel and 
the  application of results  obtained in the  3qydraulic analogy to air are 
discussed in reference 5. h e  of these  fac tors - i s  the r a t i o  of epecific 
heats 7 which In the analogy ha8 a - ra lue  of 2.0 as campared w i t h  1.4 
f o r  air. This divergence of values is shoKn Fn reference 5 t o  have 
small. effect  in most came of subsonic flow. If supersonic r e g i a  
exist ,  however, the e f f e c v  no longer be negligible and may in  f a c t  
be considerable. 
With supercr i t ical  flows the hydraulic analogy also suffere frcm 
the f a c t  that the energy dissipated  in  the shock -yes. (hydraulic Jumps 
f n  the analogg) does not r-nter in to  the determination of the flow 
quantities as is the case for a gas. 
The effects  opt& vert ical  accelerat ions (see reference 5 )  were 
minimized i n  the premnt t e s t s  by wing relatively shallow xater (1 in. 1, 
by employing large models i n - the  case of the choking teste,  and, for the  
wall-interference tests, by using a thin, s-ose model. Furthermore, 
m y  effect-of s i z e  OR vertical   accelerations waa l a rge l y  eliminatwd from 
the cnmpariso~l~l involved in the wall-interference studies by ueing the 
same model for a l l  wall-interf'erence tsets. . 
Another factor  affecting the applicabili ty of test resu l t s  is the . 
Reynolds  nuniber R. If the Reynolb furmber i e  aasunaad t o  be the 881138 as 
if the test airfoi ls  were submerged in an infinite  water flow w i t h  the 
velocity of the flow in the water channel, 
R = e  
where p is the denaity of the water and p is i ta   viscosi ty .  Under 
the conditions of operation of the w a t e r  channel w i t h  a .>Fnch"chord- model 
r. 
r .  
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and a speed near Mach number 1.0 of about 18 inches per second, this 
Reynolds number is  v e r y  small, about 80,000. Thie value corresporda 
approximately t o  that which would be obtained i n  ab? near Mach m b e r  1.0 
on a model of 0.1-inch chord. On the same scale the wind tunnel would 
be 0.4 inch high md approximately 0.04 inch wide. Although the low 
Reynolds number is a seriom limitation, the influence of cmpresslbi l i ty  
is believed t o  be even mre !mportant than that of viscosity  in  the 
tramonic Mach  number range. This f ac t  is shown in figure 22 where, 
once the   c r i t i ca l  Mach nmfber has been exceeded, the separation point 
is seen t o  move in the same manner in the wind-tunnel tests as in the 
water chamel, though became of the much larger wall Interference in 
the water channel and possibly for other re88on8, including the differences 
in Reynolds number  and values of ratio of specific heats, the separation 
points a r e  not the game at arq given indicated stream Mach number. The 
essential  characteristic of both the a i r  and water flows for this 
comparison at low angles of attack is that the Large wake which occurs 
at Mach numbers slightly beyond c r i t i c a l  is reduced as the shock moves 
toward the t ra i l i ng  edge w3th increasing Mach number. This behavior 
has been visually observed i~ both the air and water flows. The two 
flows, though characterized by vastly different R e p l d a  nmibera, are 
therefore in a general manner comparable in  the region near and at 
choking, particularly as r ega rh  the phenomena of choking and other w a l l -  
constriction  effects hrire investigated. 
With low fluid  velocit iea,   relatively  thick boundary layers may be 
expected on the channel w a l l s  and floor. Experimental measurements have 
shown that the bowdarg-layers-dieplacement t h i c b s s  is a p p r o x f t e l y  
0.05 inch. This thickness is relatively insignificant on the side walls 
as it is a small portion of the channel width; however, it becomes 
extremely important on the floor as it is such an appreciable portion 
of the water depth that it will affect  the mass flow, and hence the 
local Mach number and o the r  quantities. The question therefore a r h e s  
as t o  w h a t  effect  this boundmy layer has on tb  determination of the 
flow quantities in  the water channel and on the analogy between the 
water and gas flare. 
Inasmuch as the velocity outside the bounfbry layer is a function 
only of the difference between t o t a l  head and the height of the free 
surface, it is correct- deternnined without consideration of the f l o o r  
boundary layer. The equation used in  ca lcu la thg  the wave velocity, 
which is a lso  necessary in obtaining the Mach number, assumes comtant 
flow conditione between the water surface and the floor. Since the 
flow velacity in  the floor boundary layer is different f ’ r o m t h a t  a t  
the surface, it w i l l  affect the wave velocitg and hence wil requtre 
that the depth used t o  calculate the wave velocity be corrected because 
of the boundary Wer. Experiments were made t o  determine the 
corrections needed. Although inconclusive, the tea t s  suggested that 
the depth used t o  calculate  the wave velocitg should be equal t o  the 
water depth minus the displacement thickness. Since no appreciable 
axial velocity gradients exiated in the channel, it was  assumed that the- 
displacement-thiclmeas surface would $0 a t   t h e  same height as the floor 
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The effects on velocity of changes in b o u n ~ - b y e r  thickne88 will 
now be sham t o  be the same in the water flow a8 in  the correaponding gae 
flow. Consider a gas f l o w i n g  in a rectangular wind tunnel of wiath a 
and height b. Let  he  corresponding  boundary-byeldisplacement 
thickneesea be 6a* and %* and l e t  these V ~ W S  receive the 
increments d6a* and ah*, respectively. 
The equation of continuity for one-dimenaional. flow is 
Q = pV(b - 2%*) (a  - 26a*) 
which, when differentiated, beccanes 
From a conaideration of cnm-pueseibl~fhw relatione, it-may be ahown that 
which, when eubstituted in 
(I - M2) 
Equation (2) represent8 the  relation between change8 i n  boundary"layer 
thiclme8s and changes i n  wind-tunnel velocity. 
A similar equation m a y  be developed for t&e water c-1. Assume 
a channel of width w with water depth h. Let the botmbry-lqer- 
di8placament t h i c h e e s e ~ ~  be &* and 6h*, reepectively . 
The equation of continuity f o r  o M i m e n d o n a l  water-channel flow 
18 
11 
which, when differentiated, becomes ( p  is constmt)  
Born reference 5 
which, upon differentiation, becomes 
V d V = - d h  
Divide both sides by g(h - %*) or  
However, the experimental evidence i n  this report shows that h should be 
corrected for the f l o o r  boundary layer 6h* or 
Substituting equation ( 6 )  in equation ( 5 )  give6 
12 
If the substitutions 
w = kb 
are mads in equation (8 ) ,  it can be shown t o  be identical   to  equation (2). 
Any change in  boundarg-layeM8placement thickness therefore affects the 
flow in the water channel in the earns way as the 882118 change affects   the 
flow in  a wind tunnel w i t h  height equal t o  the width of the channel and 
w i t h  breadth equal t o  twice the water depth. 
The effects  of value of 7, vertical acceleration, differencee in 
model Reynolds nmiber and boundaq-layer changes ahar tha t   d i rec t  results 
obtained from the water channel have om qualitative  applFcation b- air 
flows. Aqy conclusions drawn from water-channel resu l t s  u t  be -carefully 
considered i n  the light of the various factors  affecting the flow; 
quantitative interpretation8 are possible onlg Imofar as the dlfferences 
in flow conditione can be taken into account. 
Subsonic Choking Phenomena 
According to’one-bimenaional theory, the maximm rate ofma8s flow 
w i t h  constant- t o t a l  head through a stream tube of given  cross  section 
occurs when the velocity is equal t o  the speed of sound; and the maximum 
mass-flow ra t e  in  a wind tunnel, f o r  which the flow muat be eesentlally 
one dimsnaional, is therefore determined by the condition tha-sonic 
velocity exists  at--the thraat o r  min?lrmnn cross section of the tunnel. 
When & model i8  placed in the teat  section, which mually C01~e8pOnds 
to   the  throat ,  t h e  miaimurn cross  section through which the flow must pass 
and, therefore, also the mxdmm p o s ~ i b l e  mass-flow ra te   the COrreBpOndiW 
indicated stream Mach number are reduced. With th i8  maxjmum rate of ma86 
flow, the tunnel is said t o  be “choked” and the corresponding indicated 
stream Mach nmber is called the Pchoking Mach number .” 
If One-dbmional  theory be employed tw  estimate choking Mach 
numberg, the estimated values w i l l ,  in most c a ~ e s ,  be found t o  agree 
reasonably well w i t h  the experimental valuea (referencee 1, 2, and 9 )  j 
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however, became the flow i~ not   s t r ic t ly  one di?nensional, the choking 
Mach number would, if other factors were negligible, be lees than the 
value predicted. from one-dlmmional theory. T h i s  fac t  can be understood 
from a consideration of the mrmal coraponen-t;e of the velocit ies at points 
along a l ine  drawn from the  thickest portion of the model perpendicular 
t o   t he  w a l l .  With twdimeneional flow, the velocities a t  most points 
along th i s  l i ne  must be different fram sonic velocity, and the maas flow 
must be less than if the flow were one dimeneional and the velocities at 
the line therefore sonic. A considerable departure from one-dimensional 
flow is required, however, t o  came an appreciable change in choking Mach 
nmber, because near a Mach number of 1.0 the r a t e  of mass f l o w  is 
relatively  insensitive to small  changes in Mach number, as may eas- be 
seen from s-lmple one-dlmenaional coqresaible-flow  theory. 
The ons-dimensional nature of the eqerimental  choking fields is 
,shown i n   f i w e s  5 t o  ll. As the stream Mach number is increased and 
approaches the choking value, the flow act- does approach the one- 
dlmensional form, a t   l e a s t  in the  region between the thickest portion 
of t he   a i r fo i l  and the wall. Lines of constant Mach number, which a t  
lower Mach numbers curve and return t o  the model, tend a t  higher Mach 
numbers t o  run straight f r a m  the thicke8t part of the model t o  the wall. 
The objection might here be made that the W A  0012 and NACA 1-12 air- 
f o i l s  tes ted were so long  relatfve t o  the channel width that even inc- 
press  ible f lar would be approx3mately one dfmensional. The phenomena 
that occur as choking is approached would, however, not have been e s s e n t i u  
different if amaller a i r fo i l s  had been emplqed. A p r e l l d n a q  Mach  number 
f i e l d  survey about a 12-incbhord NACA 0012 a i r f o i l  in a 24"inch channel 
w i t h  the power considerably increased over that necessqy for choking 
showed exactly the  same characteristics (see fig. 4) except that the 
two-dimemional characteristics in the region ne= the a l r f o i l  were 
sanewhat more pronounced. The same tendency of the flow t o  approach the 
one-dimensional form a8 choking is approached is seen aleo In the cam of 
the pincbchord, biconvex, c*c-c a i rPo i l  in  the 7.5inch channel, 
figure 4. 
The effect of the change from O H I x e n a i o n a l  t o  t e n s i o n a l  
character of the flm i n  reducing the choking Mach nmber is seen from 
a comparison of the choldng Mach numbers of the circular cylinder (fig. 9 )  
and of the parallel-side airfoil (fig. 10) with those of the a i r f o i l s  
w i t h  the same thickness (figs. 5 t o  8). The choking Mach number ie 
reduced fram 0.64 o r  0.63 for the airfo- t o  0.61 or 0.62 for the 
circular cylinder and parallel-aide airfoil  with circular ends. A 
considerable'part of this distortion of the one-dimemional-type choking 
field is believed t o  be due t o  the thinning of the- floor boundary layer 
in the region near the w a l l .  The influence of the bowdary-layer thfnning 
is relatively much greater near the w a l l  than near the model, where the 
male1 i t s e l f  largely controle the flow. In the subsonic region, the 
thinning of the boundary layer tends t o  decrease the Mach number. A t  the 
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wall, therefore, the l i n e a  of constant Mach  number, including the Mach 
number unity line, a r e  slanted and shifted downstream. In a w i n d  tunnel 
with a relatively  large total rate of mass flow i n  comparison with that in 
the boundary layer the flow would be even more nearly one dimensional 
than appears fromthe hydraulic analogy. The f l a t  plate (fig. 11) shows 
an even greater  reduction in  choking Mach number than w a ~  found for the 
circular cylinder, but in t h i s  case the obtained choking Mach numbers 
are  not consistent, an effect  that is perhaps due to   the influence o f  
the wake. 
Except for this anall indication in the c~aee of the f la t  plate, no 
evidence of wake choking (see reference 3) w a ~  found in any of the  teats .  
I n  all otker cases, choking was determined by the thickness of the a i r f o i l  
and occurred between the   a i r fo i l  and the wal. Even in the cam of the 
f la t  plate, the line of Mach number unity approached very near t o   t he  
edge of the plate. The occurrence 06 wake cholrlng in  any practical  airfoil  
tests appears very unl ikely,  though the wake may contribute t o  choking 
due to   sol id   constr ic t ion doxmtream f r a m  the airfoil. 
Another factor that might be expected to. .exert h p r t a n t  influence 
on choking is the criticalMach number. A camparison of the Mach numbers 
a t  first attairment ofchoking  and c r i t i c a l  Mach numbera for the 2.88-inch- 
th ick   a i r fo i l s  and.clrcular cylinder liElted in the f ollawing table showe 
no such effect .  
%h Mcr 
W A  0012 a i r f o i l  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.646 0 637 
W A  0012 airfoil,  reversed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.631 0.623 
NACA l a 1 2  a i r f o i l  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.642 0.600 
NACA 1-12 airfoil,   reversed . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . .  0.637 0.630 
Paral le l4ide a i r f o i l  with circular ends . . . . . . . .  0.608 0.525 
Circular cylinder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0.618 0.20 
The c r i t i c a l  Mach nwllf1ers here tabulated are the values obtained f r a m  
masuraments in   the  water channel and, because of the low Repolder number 
and of the blockage effects of the w a l l e ,  need not s e e  w i t h  those 
obtained in wind tunnels. The choking Mach numbera for the W A  0012 
and NACA lol2 airfoils are about the same, and although those far the 
parallsl-eide airfoXi and for the circular cylinder are  samewh~ut  reduced 
over those f o r  the W A  0012 and mACA la12 a l r f o i h ,  the differences 
are much less than the differences of the az ikha l  Mach numbers. These 
differences have already been explained as due to the two-dimensional 
characteristics, which of course cannot be separated f’rm the- c r i t i c a l  
Mach numbers. 
The reason for this coneistsncy of choking Mach number In8y be seen 
from a coqarison of figures 5 and 9, sharing the Mach number fiem for  
the NACA 0012 a i r f o i l  of 2.8&inch thickness and f o r  the 2.88-incMiameter 
circular cylinder, respectively. I n  figure g(b) a b a  stream Mach nmnher 
of 0.547 the line of &ch n W e r  unity has already appeared, but in  most 
of the  surrounding  region between the cy l inde r  and the w a l l  a moderate 
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Mach number of 0.65 (XT 0 .TO prevails. With increase in stream Mach number 
the sonic line is extended, but because of the moderate Mach nmiber in  
therefore, in stream Mach number can occur before the l ine  of Mach number 
unity reaches the wall and choking occurs. With the high-critical-speed 
a i r fo i l ,  on the other hand, a Mach numker of 1.0 does not appear in the 
f i e l d  until a stream Mach nMlber of 0.637 has been reached, and the Mach 
number in the surrounding f i e l d  between the airfoil an& the wa31 is 
already 0.90 or 0.95. only a a a J l  increase in maes-flow r a t e  and qf 
stream Mach nrnnber iE1 therefore poseible before the sonic line reaches 
the w a l l  and choking occurs. If the flow were trdy one dimeneional in 
both cases, the choking Mach luzIliber would be the 882118 f o r  the circular 
cylinder as for the a i r fo i l .  
t the surrounding region a considerable increase in  mase-flow rate and, 
Two other  airfoil   characterietics,   posit ion of maximum t h i c b s s  and 
chord length, were also found t o  have l i t t l e   e f f e c t  on the choking Mach 
number. The effect  of position of rmxhmm thiclcness is seen from 
comparison of figures 5 through 8; the effect  of chord length, f r a m  
camparison of figures 9 and 10. 
The Mach number fie- obtained in the  peeent  investigation provide 
a basis  for discussion of the choking phenomena theoretically  derived in 
reference 9, i n  which chokhg is found t o  occur when the supereonic 
region new the model has ewead EO far that a further r i s e  in speed 
through it  came^ such a reduction in mass flow through the supersonic 
region  as t o  neutralize the increaeed mass flow in the reglone nemer 
choking has once been reeched, the application of additional power with 
establishment of the eonic line entirely across the channel cause8 a 
reduction  in mass fluw and theref ore also of stream Mach number. If 
any such effect  had occurred in  any of the present testa,  the maxlmm 
stream k c h  number M, might have been expected to correspond t o  8ome 
Mach number f i e l d  in w-hich the  eupersonlc region cavered 0d.y part  of 
the space between the a i r f o i l  and the wall. " t i o n  of figures 5 
tbrough ll and 13 shows that in no case, with the exception of the flat 
plate, which is not a proper shape on which t o  base conclusions regarding 
the f l o w  about a solid, does the stream Mach numb= f a i l  t o  increase 
monotonically until the supersonic flow h m  been established  entirely 
across the channel. The argument of reference 9 carmot for that reason 
be considered disproved, however, became other factors, notably the 
f loo r  boundary layer, strongly affect the flow. Hevertheless, brief 
consideration will show that the effect, if it exists at all, will be 
much less pronounced than indicated i n  reference 9. 
i the walls. Developnt  of t h i s  idea le& t o  the conclusion that, af te r  
Firs t ,   the   f ie lds   calculated  in  reference 9 axe f'ree fields and 
of the wall interference would result i n  a more W o r n  field between the 
model and the w a l l  and thue leave less room for variations in the mass-flow 
& do not  include  the  effects of the tunsl+-dl interference. The inclusion 
4 
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rate per unit-area at different-positions between the w a l l  and the model. 
In other words, the theory neaectd the tendency of the flow t o  approach 
the one-dimemional form as choking is approached. Second, the theory of 
reference 9 apparent-ly assms that the Sonic region develops symmetrically, 
where= actually, as may be seen f'rom these tests (figs.  5 through 13  
and 23) ,  it develops mainly dowmtream d, in the aarr0wes-b section 
between the   a i r fo i l  and the wall, the Mach nmibers near the airfoil remain 
so near to   un i ty  that the mass-flow rate per -uni t  area i~ nuwhere much 
different from the mRK-l. From these two cowideratiom the conclusion 
of the preceding paragraph easily follows. Much more important effects  
m e  due t o  the floor bbunStarg layer. . .  
The bomdaq-layer thjhnlnn previously i l l w t r a t e d  in figure X) 
seriously affects  the choking Mach number. One-dimensional U o r y  predicts 
a chokhg Mach number of 0.602 for a 2.88-lnchrwide model i n  a 20-inch 
channel, but the experimental data fo r  the -a i r fo ib ,  fi@;ures 5 through 8, 
show a max.imm indicated stream Mach number of about 0.650 f o r  the choking 
condition. This value is possible if the boundary layers tbin between 
the point-at which the stream Mach ruanber is determined and the point of 
19inIm.m tunnel area. The effect  of bounhry-lqer thinning on choking 
Mach nwibers, both for the water channel and for wind tunnels is sham 
in  f igure  24. These c m e s  were calculated by aesuming one-djmeneionaJ- 
flow in the channel with elemental changes in the boundwy-layer thiclrness 
between the point of stream Mach number determiaation and the point-6 
mirximm tunnel section. They are  preeented in temns of percentage change 
of tunnel area S for the wind tunnsls and percentage change of t o t a l  
water depth h, f o r  the water Charm.de. -the change i n  displacement 
thickness Bh* in the water channel had been' expressed In tern of the 
water depth her(= Po) at the position of Mach number unity instead 
o h n  h, the two se t s  of curves would have appeared. very much alike 
except for a slight-difference due to the difference in r a t i o  of specific 
heats 7. The curves Show that slight changes in the bounbry-layer 
thiclmess comiderably change the choking Mach numbers, especially f o r  
small models. 
A quantitative  application of figure 24(b) msy be made by wing the 
floor boundmy-layer incremenb observed in figure 20(a). The average 
f loor  boundary l aye r   a t  the point of stream Mach number determination was 
0.03 inch, that acrosB the throa t  ia  4.01 inch, a change of -0.04 inch. 
Th i s  value divided by the total head, which wae 1.2 inches, gives a 
change of -3.3 percent; When t h i s  correction b made, the choking Mach 
number of the 2.8%inch-thick airfoils in   the  2CLinck+iride channel 
became 0.657 which i n  comideration .of-* probable tw-nsional 
effect8 is considered in good agreement with the experimental value of 0.650 
Another related  effect  o H h e  boutldary-mer-thirrning is prograeeive 
choking, that ie,  a further increase (with increetsing pressure differehce 
between sections upstream and duwnstream from the test section) i n  the 
. .  
, 
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indicated streamMach number a f te r  the line of eonic velocity ha8 reached 
the wal. Such an  effect  would be possible if, as the pressure (or  water 
depth) downstream is reduced, the boundary layer were '*swept out" and 
thinned under the sonic line, since the mass flow and thereby also the 
indicated stream Mach number would by this thinning be increased. The 
usual simplified boundarg"layer theorg .does not, however, indicate  the 
possibil i ty of any such behavior, because in this theory the boundmy 
layer a t  any given Election is a s m d  not t o  depend on ang downstream 
condftions. In order to investigate thie effect, boundarg"1lsyer meas1.1~6- 
menta were made in  the empty channel with vcurging parer to   the  dr ive 
motor. The resul ts  =e shown i n  figure 21, where  "barely choking" 
indicates an amount of power just   suff ic ient   to  bring the sonic line t o  
the w a l l ,  "medium choking" Fndicatee somewhat greater power, and '*full 
choking" indicates the maximwn power condition. The "subsonic" condition 
corresponds t o  a stream Mach number of about 0.97. In these tests the 
t o t a l  head in the  tank upstream from the teat   section w a s  maintained 
constant, so that increasing power corresponds to decreasing w a t e r  depth 
in   t he  darnstream  region. 
A progressive thinning of the boundary layer occure as the p e r  is 
increased. (See fig. 21(b). ) This nsweeping  out" of the boundary layer 
increases the slope of  the effective floor boundary-layer surface (fig. =(a)) 
and cause8 an increase in the superson5c Mach number8 downertream f ramthe 
throat (fig. U ( c ) ) .  A cnmparison of figures =(b) and U ( c )  shows tha t  
the boundary l a y e r  at   the   sonic  line becomes thinner with Fncreasing 
pawer so that the mass flow in the channel must-be increased. A came 
for the progressive choking has thua been determined. 
A possible  explanation can be given of the process by whfch the 
boundasy layer  is swept out. Suppose that the 'barely choking" condftion 
exists. Let the water depth a t  a given section be reduced by 8- means 
ae by a monment of the normal shock d m t r e a m .  This reduction in  depth 
cannot be tranemitted upstream-became the velocity of propagation of 
the surface wave is less than the velocity of the upstream flow. The 
velocity of trammission of pressure (as at the charmel floor) within 
the f l u i d  is sufficiently great, however, as t a  be practically 
lzvstantaneow, and a pressure gradient therefore exists in  the boundary 
layer under a region of depth reductfon. The  SUbeOniC b o w  layer 
i n   t he  next upstream section can thus be accelerated and thinned. This 
thinning in  turn could reduce the water depth and ky this process  the 
effect  could be progressively  transmitted upstream. 
The tests  with the large airfoi ls ,  figures 5 through 8, show only 
a mall effect of progreeeive choking. In the case of the IO-percentthick, 
F i n c h h o r d ,  biconvex circular-arc airfoil in  the 7.Finch"Wide c-1 
(figs . 13( i) and 13( k) 5 ,  however, the boundary-layer displaceumnt 3a 
comparable t o  the s o l i d  displacement of the   mdel  and the choking Mach 
number increams from 0.795 t o  0.830 as the downstream depth is decreased. 
With this same mdel in  the 2Cbhch-wide channel (fig. 1 2 )  88 the depth 
is decreased  damstream  the boundarg-layer-displacament thiming exceed8 
the model displacement; the effective throat of the channel is rnwed 
upstream, and the model is l e f t  in a supersonfc stream. 
Because of the relatlve- large part of the t o t a l  aa,as flow involved 
i n  the boundary layer, the boundsry-lqer effects  here discusaed are much 
more severe in the water channel than would be the case in  normal wind- 
tunnel operation. 
Effecta of the W a l k  
The influence of the walls on the flow about an a i r f o i l  may be seen 
From figure 13, which gives a cornpariaon a t  the same inaicated stream . 
Mach nunibera M, of the Mach nmnber f i e lds  about the lCLpercen-t;thick, 
F i n c h h o r d ,  biconvex, circular-arc airfoil a t  zero l i f t i n   7 . 5 l n c h  
and 20-inclPwide charmels. The irmnediately noticeable effect of moving 
the w a l l s  closer   to  the d r f o i l . . l s  the increase in  the Mach nmbera in 
the immediate vicini ty  of the a i r fo i l ;  and this effect  ia  the same over 
the entire stream Mach number range from subcri t ical  t o  choking. This 
behavior refutes t he  argument sometimes advaac-ed that, because a 
reduction in  strea~wtube cross section corresponds t o  a reduction Fn - 
velocity wi th  supersonic flow as  contrasted to: an increase in veloclty 
w i t h  subsonic flow, the  effect  of the constriction of the flow by the 
channel walls would be quite dif-ent in tramonic flow from i t a   e f f ec t  
in  entirely subsonic flow. 
The t rue  s i tuat ion may be clearly understood from consideration of 
figure 13.  The auprsonic region near an a i r f o i l  is produced by the 
surrounding subeonic pressure field; but the subsonic p m  the flow 
f ie ld  come8 into contact wi th  the channel wal ls  and is strongly 
influenced by them. The supersonic region, on the other hand, is 
influenced by the &e only through their  e f fec t  on the eubaonic flow; 
and th i s   e f f ec t  is $0 increase the pressure differences, which, in turn, 
came the intensification and growth of the aupersonic regiom. In t h i s  
manner, tb  wall cona-b?iction has the effbct af i n c r e m i n g  the Mach number 
values in the f h l d  about an airfoil. w i t h  transonic flow J u ~ ~ t - a s  w i t h  
ent i re ly  subsonic flow. 
The Mach number f ieldrr of f igures l3( c) and l3( d) may be canpared 
with  the  theoretical   f ields a t  a alightly different stream Mach number 
in  f igures  l7(a)  and l7(b). Although the eqerFmental fieldfl are 
distorted  with  respect  to the theoretical  fie-, the qualitative 
effects  of the w a l l  constriction are the same. The dis tor t ion in the 
experimental fielda can be explained as m g e l y  due to the changes in 
thiclmess of the floor boundary layer in regions of accelerating and 
decelerating flow, which can be ahown t o  shift the l i n e a  of conatant 
Mach number toward the regions o fh ighe r  velocity,  particularly in the 
region near the w a l l  where the d f e c t  of the model is least compared t o  
that of the boundary layer. The tendency of the. b o w  layer t r  
thicken toward the rear of the model producea an Bj%metry of the flow 
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f i e ld  of the same nature 88 that produced by the wake. Also the floor 
boundary-layer thinning in the vicinity of the  a i r foi l   tends t o  relieve 
t o  some extent the constriction of the walls. This effect explains the 
fac t  tha t  a t  some distance from t he   a i r fo i l  the Mach numbers i n  the 
theoret ical   f ie ld  slightly exceed those in the experimental field, 
although the stream Mach numbers are somewhat less. In the -inch channel 
the  effect  of the b o u n d a r y - ~ e  thinning is evidently greater than that 
of the w a l l  comtriction, so that the flow behaves s o m e w h a t  as if the 
model were i n  a f ree  jet. 
The effect of the wake is seen from a comparison of the theoretical  
f ie lds  in  f igures  16 and 17. The Mach nmbers in   t he  dawnetream portion 
of  the   f ie ld  are increased and the f ields thereby  rendered.  asymmetrical. 
Comparison of the theoretical compressible fields of figure8 16 
and 17 w i t h  the  incampessible  fields of figures 18 and 19 shows that 
the tunnel-constriction  effects in the compressible flow are of the 
~ a m e  nature as those which occur in  the incompressible flaw. 
Another comparison wlth theory was  obtained f r o m  several unpublished 
theoretical Mach number f ields computed by Dr. Howard W. E$rmons of 
Harvard University under the sponsorehfp of the National Advisory 
Committee f o r  Aeronautics. The f ielda were those about a 5incb 
chord NACA 0012 a i r f o i l  inan 18-incMde air channel and in  8 free 
air stream. The computation f o r  compressible flow a t  an assumed stream 
Mach rider of 0.750 and w i t h  zero lift was effected by &ana of the 
relaxation process. no w&e wae assumed, but otherwise the nature of 
the w a l l  interference was the 8- as that obsemed in  figure 13. 
The question now arises whether, as for subcrit ical  flaw, the effect  
of the channel w d b  in  supercrit ical  flaw can be represented BB .that of 
an increment in  the free-Eltream Mach number, provided the model i~ 
reasonably mal re la t ive   t o  the channel width. In order t o  obtain a 
qualitative answer  t o  this question, Mach number f i e lds  about the 
F i n c h h o r d ,  lO-percenGthick, circular-arc-  airfoil  in the 7. F inch  
and 2CLinchdde channels are shown in   f igure  14 for indicated etream 
Mach nunibera corresponding to   t he  same -Mach numbers in the two 
f ie lds .  If the &inch channel is considered t o  give essentially free- 
stream results,  the Mach number increment representing the effect of 
the w a l l s  is the difference between the indicated stream Mach number in 
the 2Ginch channel and that in  the 7.5inch channel. 
With this method of comparison, the Mach nmber f ie lds  in the 
vicinity of the a i r f o i l  do indeed appear very much the s m ,  though a 
ser ta in  amount of distortion exists.  A t  high streanMack nmbers, the 
f ie ld  Mach nunibera ne- the leading and t r a i l i ng  edges of the a i r f o i l  
in   the  7 .5inch channel fall off re la t ive t o  those Fn the 2O-inch channel, 
an effect  which appears necessary because of the RmF171er stream Mach 
numbers i n  the 7. F i n c h  channel. Figure 14 show that the lines of 
constant Mach number greater  than  the  streamMach nrmiber which loop back 
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t o  the &foi l  extend farther into' the f ield in the 2CLinch channel than 
i n  the 7.5 inch  channel. This effect i e  opposite t o  %Plat shown i n  t he  
t h e a r e t i c a l  f i e l k  (figs. 1 6 ( ~ )  and 16(a), 1 7 ( ~ )  and 17(d), 18(c) and 18(d), 
and lg (a)  and lg(b)),  and is believed t o  be an error caused by the 
boundarg"layer behavior. For any two f ielda carpared, the Mach numbers 
i n  the vicini ty  of the model are not much different. Since the stream 
Mach number is less in the 7.5Fnch channel than i n  the -inch channel, 
the boundary-layer grarth between a stream Mach number point and any 
point w i t h  given  greater  field Mach number must be lese for the 7 .5 inch  
than for the 20-hch chamel. Moreover, the  effect  of the b o u n m - l a p r  
changes on the subsonic Mach numbers is relatively greater near  the wall 
than m'w the model, where the model shape i e  m a t  imgortant.  he leseer 
growth in the cam of the 7.5inch c-1, therefore, tends t o  counteract 
the  constriction  effect  and caw88 the high subsonic regiona t o  extend 
a lesser distance  out from the airfoil .than they do in the 2CLinch channel. 
These same boundarg"1ayer effects  also produce the r e s u l t t h a t  the choking 
Mach number i n  the 7.5 inch  channel correspwds- t o  a atream Mach number 
greater than unity in  the 2Cbinch channel (figs.  14(m) and 14(n)), which 
result is contrary t o  a conclueion contained i n  refareme 10. Actually, 
theoretical considerations without boundarg layer indicate that x i t h  
th i s  method of comparison the distur t ion due t o  the walls enlarges both 
the high-velocity regiom near the c a r t e r  of the a i r f o i l  and the low- 
velocity regions near tple ends and that the choking Mach number must 
correspond t o  a fie-tream Mach number less than unity. Once choking 
ha8 been attained,  although the flow patterns w i t h  additional power, 
that is, a g r e a t e r   p s e u r e  drop across the tsst section (figs.  14(0) 
t o  14(r)) ,  can be roughly matched t o  those i n  the 2CLinch channel, 
correction  to free-stream Mach number appears impossible became further 
changes in indicated  stream Mach number depend almost ent i re ly  on 
boundery-lqyer changes and cannot be def ini ts ly  releted to the Mach 
number distribution in  .the supersonic p a d  of the flow. Up t o  the 
choking Mach number, the distor t ion a t  the surface of the airfoil is, 
surpriein@y, less than in any other par-t; of the f ie ld .  
# 
The surface Mach number distributiom, sham in figure 15, agree 
very well for   subcr i t ica l  stream Mach numbers if cnmpared on t he   bwis  
of the same maximum Mach numbers. Almost the ent i re  effect  of the wall6 
16 represented slmpu by shifting the indicated streamMach numbere. A- 
Mach numbers greater than the cr i t i ca l ,  a comiderable dis tor t ion appears 
in   the  seme of a rotat ion of the Mach number diagram for the 7. F i n c h  
channel. Such a rotation is cawed by the Mach nmber gradient due t o  
w a k e  blockage. By w e  of the measured wake disp lacmnta  i n  CO'KtjUnCtiOn 
w i t h  formula (U) of reference 3, corrections f o r  the Mach number gradient 
were therefore applied. Co~r~arieone of the surface Mach numbers for 
indicated atreamMach numbers of 0.712 and 0.747 are shown in figure 25. 
Although the agreement is comiderably improved, particularly over the 
rear of the model, the correction is b u f f i c i e n t  to bring the Mach number 
distributions into coincidence. The remainjng diercrepancy is perhaps 
due -the behavior of the  f loor boundary Wer by  which in  the 2 i n c h  P 
channel on account of the greater value of streamMach number the bouhdarp 
layer thickness near the surface of the a i r f o i l  is greater than in the 
7. F inch  channel at the camparable Mach number. Apotker factor tending 
t o  d i s t o r t  the flow is the distortion of the interference velocities 
which, as shown in reference 1l for subsonic flow, f a l l  off relatively 
ever mora rapidly touard the leading and t r a i l i ng  edges of the a l r f o i l  
as the Mach  number is increased, a com-pesaibility  effect t o  
increasing the size of the model re lat ive t o  the channel. (See, for 
instance, yeference 12. ) 
The 'hgreement of the matched curves suggests that it may be possible 
up t o  a Mach number ne= choking to   correct   for  the constriction of the 
channel w a l l s  with 8 simple shift of the stream Mach mmiber, though such 
correction may not be practical. (Capaxe reference 10.) ~f the- 
effective  free-8tream h c h  ?umbers corresponding t o  the indicated stream 
Mach numbers M, i n  the 7. Finch channel 8re taken t o  be equal t o  the 
indicated stream Mach nmbers in the   26inch channel far the comparable 
Mach nuniber f i e lds  of figure 14, the effective atreamMach numbem can 
be obtained as a function of the indicated stream Mach numbers. In 
figure 26, the effectiv,e fresetream Mach numbers EO obtained are 
compared with a curve derived from the theory of reference 3. With Mach 
numbers greater than the cri t ical ,  this curve is t o  be considered an 
extrapolation, inammch ae the theoqy is s t r ic t ly  appl icable  o d y  t o  
entirely SUbSOniC flow. Above the  c r i t i ca l  Mach number, the experimental 
values a r e  seen t o  depart ever mor% strongly f r o m  the  theoretical curve, 
thus indicating a more powerful tuzmel-.wall interference, 88 the Mach 
number is increased. Th i s  effect, which has a l s o  been observed in 
w i n d  tunnels (see, for imtance, references 10 and 13), is not surprising 
in consideration of the fac t  that the  subsonic  region upon which the 
w a l l  interference is prbnarily effective becomes increasingly narrow 
88 the Supersonic region approaches the waU.8. The subsonic theory 
should more accurately express th& correction if the model were made 
smaller so  that the  effective Mach number wou ld  depart less from the 
indicated stream Mach LlLzmber. Since the model chord to tunnel height,  
r a t i o  used in these   expe rbn t s  is m c h  larger than that used fn current 
higbspeed-tunnel b a t s ,  it mqy be e w c t e d  that the extrapolation of . 
the SUbSOniC theory will gener- be mre accurate  than is indicated 
effect, which would t ake  account of the presence of the supersonic 
regiom, ie needed; but, in any case, the crowding of the effective 
stream Mach numbers in the range near choking is such that accurate 
correction very ne= choking appears hprac t ica l .  Both f o r  t h i a  r e a ~ o n  
and because of the d i f f i cu l ty ,  in correcting f o r  dis tor t ion along the 
chord of the model, which is accentuated by the incremfng departure 
from potential flow 88 the Mach rimer is increaaed beyond the crf t ica l ,  
adequate corrections can be applied only if the model dimensions relat ive 
to   the  tunnel  dimemiom are continuoudy decreased a~ the indicated 
stream Mach number is increased beyond t he   c r i t i ca l  value. What is 
needed if models of rewonable s ize  are  t o  be tested at Mach numbera 
approaching unity is some method by which the tunnel-wall+onstriction 
effect  and therewith, also, the choking phenomena ere automatically 
eliminated. 
by these teste.  A t ransonic  theov Of the tImnel"coni3triction 
22 
Investigation by means of the hydraulic analogy of transonic-flow 
fields about various airfoils i n  Water channels of 7.FiaCh and 20-inch 
width, with due Consideration f o r  the various factors affecting ttre 
results led to   t he  following conclusions: 
1. A s  choking was approached, the flow tended to approach the one- 
dimensional form. This tendency, i n  conjunction with the fac t  that near 
a Local Mach number of unity the change in mals&lar r a t e  approaches 
zero, explained th.8 success of the one-dimenaional theory in  predicting 
choking Mach numbers. 
2. only in the extreme case-ofthe flat plate mrmal t o  the flow 
w a s  any evidence found of wake choking, and. in  that case the eff-ect waa 
confined to  the  region near the edges of the plate. 
3. The thinning of the  f loor  b0unb.r-y layer between the a i r f o i l  
and w a l l  ~ ~ 8 8  suf f ic ien t   to  account fo r  the excess of the experimental 
choking Mach number values over thoee predicted by the one-dimenaional 
theory. It al:o caused coneiderable progressive choking when the 
boundary-layer dlsplaoament was comparable to the   sol id  displacement of 
the model. 
4. The channe"constriction effect  was of the same nature i n  
subsonlc streams with supersonic regions as in-en t i re ly  subsonic flow, . 
and, this fact; explained the ab i l i t y  of the subsonic theory of tUnne1"wal.l 
interference  to  yield approximately correct  results when extrapolated a 
l i t t l e  w-ay into the transonic r-e. 
. 5. Approximate correc-Mon for the constriction effects of the w a l l s  
on Bgmmetrical flows appeared possible with.. . s t p 3 q  Mach nymbere up t o  
the f i rs t  attainment of choking, and this   correct ion could be largely 
effected simply by adding a Mach number increment to the indicated 
stream Mach number. 
. 
6. Because of the increasing distortion of the flow and because of 
the   fac t  that the correctione became very large as choking was approached, 
accurat-e corrections in the supercr i t ical  range could be applied only if 
the s i z e  of the d e l  re la t ive  t o  the tunnel s i z e  were greatly reduced 
with increasing Mach number. For the application of such corrections, 
a theory of tunneld interference Fn the supercr i t ical  range is needed. 
c 
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7.  If models of moderate e i z e  are t o  be tested near a Mach number 
of unity, ~ o m e  method is needed by which the constriction  i tself  and 
therewith, also, the choking phenomena can be eliminated. 
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Figure 1. - Schematic view of water channel with sections. 
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Figure 2.- Sketch of modified test section floor. 
Figure 3.- Sketch of 24-inch-chord airfoil with parallel sides and 
cylindrical ends. 
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0 -2 (b) /2-inch-chord N A C A  0012 ai&;/ in u 24-inch donne/. 
0 2 4 6 8 /O /2 '4.  16 
Disfance in inches 
(c) 10-percent-thick, 5-inch-chord, biconvex, circular-arc airfoil in a 
7.5-inch channel. 
Figure 4.- Choking Mach number fields at various ratios of chord length to 
channel width showing approximately 0ne-dimenSfona.l flow. 
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Figure 5. - Mach number fields about a 24-inch-chord NACA 0012 airfoil in a 
20-inch channel. 
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Figure 5.- Concluded. 
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Figure 6.- Mach number fields about a 24-inch-chord NACA 16-012 airfoil  in 
a ZO-inch channel. 
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J3gure 6.- Concluded. 
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Figure 7.- Mach number fields about a 24-inch-chord NACA 0012 reversed 
airfofl in a 20-inch channel. 
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Figure 7.- Concluded. 
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Figure 8.- Mach number fields about a 24-inch-chord NACA 16-012 reversed 
airfoil in a 20-inch channel. 
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Figure 9.- Mach number fields about a 2.88-Inch-diarneter cylinder in a 
20-inch channel. 
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Figure 9.- Concluded. 
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Figure 10.- Mach number fields about a 12-percent-tkick, 2$-in&-chord, 
parallel-side airfoil with circular ends in a 20-inch channel. 
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Mgure 10.- Concluded. 
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F'igure 11.- MZCh number fields about 8 2.88-inch-wide flat plate in a 
20-inch channel. 
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Figure 11.- Concluded. 
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Figure 12.- Mach number fields about a 10-percent-thick, 5-inch-chord, 
biconvex,-circular-ac airfoil in a 20-inch channel. 
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Rgure 12.- Continued. 
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Figure 12.- Concluded. 
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Mgure 13.- -Comparison of flow fields about a  10-percent-thick, 5-inch-chord, 
biconvex, circular-arc &foil in a 7.5-lnch and a 20-inch channel with the 
same indicated Mach number. 
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Figure 13. - Concluded. 
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Figure 14. - Comparison with Gual maximum Mach numbers of the fields about 
a 10-percent-thick, Ei-inch-chord, biconvex, circular-arc airfoil in a 7.5-inch 
asd a 20-inch channel. 
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Figure 14. - Continued. 
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Figure 14. - Concluded. 
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Figure 15.- Comparison of Mach number distributions about a 10-percent-thick, 
5-inch-chord, biconvex, circular-arc airfoil in a 7.5-inch and a 20-inch 
channel. 
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F'igure 16.- Theoretical  compressible-flow  fields about a 10-percent-thick, 
5-inch-chord, biconvex, circular-arc airfoil showing effects of s o u  
constrictfon. c 
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kipre 17.- Theoretical  compressible-fbw fields about a lo-percent-thfck, 
5-inch-chordy  b€comex, circular-arc m o i l  showing effects of solid and 
wake constriction. 
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Figure 18. - Theoretical incompressible-flow fields about a 10-percent-thick, 
5-fnch-chord, biconvex, circular-arc airfoil showing effects of solid 
constriction. 
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mgure 19.- Theoreti& incompressible-flow fields ab& a lO-percent-thick, 
5-inch-chord,  biconvex, circular-arc airfoil showing effects of solid and 
wake constriction. 
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(b) 2.88-inch-wide flat plate normal to stream. 
Figure 20.- Height in inches of displacement floor boundary-layer surface 
referred to the leading edge of the test section, channel choking. 
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Figure 21.- Boundary-layer  displacement thickness changes for various tunnel- 
empty choldng conditions. 
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Figure 22.- Comparison.of separation point positions on NACA 0012 airfoils in 
wind tunnels and in the water channel. 
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Location of point of sonic  velocity on surface of M o l k  tested in the water channel. 
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Figure 24 .- Choking Mach number as a function of model size showing effect of 
changes in boundarg-layer thickness. One-dimensional theory. 
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f igure 26.- Effects of wake-blockage c o r r e c ~ n s  on the Mach number distribution about a 10-percent-thick, 
5-inch-chord, biconvex, circular-arc airfoil. in a 7.5-incb channel. 
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D Correcfions by mafcbing the maximum Machnumbers - 7heoretical corrections 
Mgure 26,- Comparison of the theoretical and experimental effective free-stream 
Mach numbers of the flow past a 10-percent-thick, 5-inch-chord, biconvex, 
circular-arc airfoil in a 7.5-inch channel. 
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